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Maynard Fields

location:
year of origin:
avg. lot size:
avg. building size:
avg. lot coverage:

Halifax
ca. 1850s
175 m2
100 m2
57.0%

In comparison to the other suburbs visited, Maynard Fields is
distinctive for its variety. The
street pattern, the building forms,
and the parcel sizes all indicate an
agglomeration of varied individual development.
These characteristics contribute
to the area’s ability to adapt as it
transitioned from edge to centre.

Westmount

location:
year of origin:
avg. lot size:
avg. building size:
avg. lot coverage:

Halifax
ca. 1948
470 m2
80 m2
17.0%

When entering the Westmount
subdivision, an immediate sense
that you are somewhere different is evident. Indeed, the postwar exercise in Radburn ideals
produced a built form that sits
in juxtaposition to the rest of the
Peninsula.
The emphasis on open space is
immediately experienced via the

Wartime Housing

location:
year of origin:
avg. lot size:
avg. building size:
avg. lot coverage:

Willow Grove

Dartmouth
ca. 1941-46
400 m2
75 m2
18.8%

The Wartime Housing built in this
area of Dartmouth was the product of mass production. While
the plan views provided here reinforce this idea, the experience of
the built form tells a story of continual change and modification.
Certainly, within the standard grid
is a wealth of variety and instances of individual expression.

location:
year of origin:
avg. lot size:
avg. building size:
avg. lot coverage:

Dartmouth
ca. 2010
350 m2
125 m2
35.7%

Willow Grove is a suburban infill
project still under construction. Its
new nature is reflected in the missing building footprint data. However, the parcels and precedents
indicate what is to come.
Willow Grove is indicative of current trends in suburban form: increasingly smaller lots and a ‘mix’
of housing typologies.
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